; Proof of the Correctness of a FOO Function

EVENT: Start with the library "mc20-2" using the compiled version.

Here is a trivial example to illustrate our ability to handle embedded assembler in a high level language.

foo returns either a or b depending on the memory value at location 10000.

```c
int foo (int a, int b) {
    asm("tstl 10000:w ");
    asm("beq l1 ");
    asm("movl a6@12, d0 ");
    asm("jmp end ");
    asm("l1: movl a6@8, d0 ");
    asm("end: nop ");
}
```
The MC68020 assembly code of the above C function on SUN-3 is given as follows. This binary is generated by "gcc -O".

0x243a <foo>: linkw fp,#0
0x243e <foo+4>: tstl @#0x2710
0x2442 <foo+8>: beq 0x244e <foo+20>
0x2446 <foo+12>: movel fp@(12),d0
0x244a <foo+16>: jmp 0x2452 <foo+24>
0x244e <foo+20>: movel fp@(8),d0
0x2452 <foo+24>: nop
0x2454 <foo+26>: unlk fp
0x2456 <foo+28>: rts

The machine code of the above program is:

<foo>: 0x4e56 0x0000 0x4ab8 0x2710 0x6700 0x000a 0x202e 0x000c
<foo+16>: 0x4efa 0x0006 0x202e 0x0008 0x4e71 0x4e5e 0x4e75

'(78 86 0 0 74 184 39 16 103 0 0 10 32 46 0 12 78 250 0 6 32 46 0 8 78 113 78 94 78 117)

; in the logic, the above program is defined by (foo-code).

**Definition:**

foo-code

= ' (78 86 0 0 74 184 39 16 103 0 0 10 32 46 0 12 78 250 0 6 32 46 0 8 78 113 78 94 78 117) 

; the Nqthm counterpart of foo.

**Definition:**

foo (a, b, x)

= if x = 0 then a
  else b endif

; the computation time of the program.

**Definition:**

foo-t (x)

= if x = 0 then 7
  else 8 endif
; the preconditions of the initial state.

DEFINITION:
foo-statep (s, a, b)
= ((mc-status (s) = 'running)
  ∧ evenp (mc-pc (s))
  ∧ rom-addrp (mc-pc (s), mc-mem (s), 30)
  ∧ mcode-addrp (mc-pc (s), mc-mem (s), FOO-CODE)
  ∧ ram-addrp (sub (32, 4, read-sp (s)), mc-mem (s), 16)
  ∧ ram-addrp (10000, mc-mem (s), 4)
  ∧ disjoint (10000, 4, sub (32, 4, read-sp (s)), 16)
  ∧ (a = iread-mem (add (32, read-sp (s), 4), mc-mem (s), 4))
  ∧ (b = iread-mem (add (32, read-sp (s), 8), mc-mem (s), 4)))

; from the initial state to exit: s --> exit.

THEOREM: foo-correctness
let x be iread-mem (10000, mc-mem (s), 4)
in
foo-statep (s, a, b)
→ ((mc-status (stepn (s, foo-t (x))) = 'running)
  ∧ (mc-pc (stepn (s, foo-t (x))) = rts-addr (s))
  ∧ (read-rn (32, 14, mc-rfile (stepn (s, foo-t (x))))
      = read-rn (32, 14, mc-rfile (s)))
  ∧ (read-rn (32, 15, mc-rfile (stepn (s, foo-t (x))))
      = add (32, read-an (32, 7, s), 4))
  ∧ (d2-7a2-5p (rn)
      → (read-rn (oplen, rn, mc-rfile (stepn (s, foo-t (x))))
          = read-rn (oplen, rn, mc-rfile (s))))
  ∧ (disjoint (x, k, sub (32, 4, read-sp (s)), 16)
      → (read-mem (x, mc-mem (stepn (s, foo-t (x))), k)
          = read-mem (x, mc-mem (s), k)))
  ∧ (iread-dn (32, 0, stepn (s, foo-t (x))) = foo (a, b, x))) endlet
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